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Abstract 
 

This paper deals mainly with the development of the semantics of words and the peculiarities of word 
usage in the Chechen language in comparison with the Ingush language. The authors trace the general and 
particular features of the development of the content side of the Chechen-Ingush isoglosses and the 
patterns of their use in written and oral speech in connection with the peculiarities of the organization of 
utterance in these languages. The analysis of dictionary entries in the Chechen and Ingush languages 
showed that the patterns of compatibility of the linguistic elements of both languages are more nationally 
specific than the very composition of the lexical systems of the two languages. Words that are equivalent 
in sound structure and in general meanings can differ in the scope of use and in the volume of semantic 
content (expansion, narrowing and transfer of the meanings of words). The scope of use of equivalent 
lexical units differs that is the same word can be frequently used, for example, in the Ingush language and 
refer to archaisms in the Chechen language. In the studied languages the identical words in terms of 
expression (lexemes) are not always identical in terms of content (semanthemes). thesimilar discrepancies 
with the literary language are observed in Chechen dialects, and they concern not only the sound structure 
of words, but also all the elements of meanings that are associated with a change in the volume and 
boundaries of the concept itself, denoted by the word.  
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1. Introduction 

The paper analyzes the features of the use of Chechen words in comparison with the Ingush ones, 

mainly the main patterns that determine the choice of means (words and forms) used in accordance with 

certain situations. 

The analysis of practical material showed that the patterns of compatibility of linguistic elements 

of the Chechen and Ingush languages are more nationally specific than the very composition of the lexical 

systems of the two languages. As it was rightly noted by Gak in his work: “Languages differ not only in 

what they have, but perhaps even more so in how they use what they have” (2009, p. 21). A great help in 

the comparative study of the Nakh languages is the lexical fund of the dialects of the Chechen language, 

since they have preserved obsolete words that have fallen out of the common vocabulary. This provision 

is confirmed by Vendina (2016), testifying to the: 

 

conservativeness of dialects, which have successfully resisted external influences for many centuries, 

as well as the tendency towards standardization. This resistance of dialects in the process of their 

contact with the literary language contributed to the conservation of individual narrow-local lexemes". 

(p. 430) 

 

Scientists came to the conclusion that it is not enough to compare the lexical systems of two 

languages, according to Gak (2010): 

 

In the latest research, we are talking about the comparison of the functioning of these systems, about 

the relationship between lexical elements and the described reality, which are designed to show the 

comprehensive life of the word in the language. (p. 33) 

 

Cooper and Retoré (2017) formulated "lexical semantics as: the meaning of a word in context 

(various forms of polysemy), relationships between meanings, relationships between lexical systems and 

lexical semantics" (p. 166). 

Lexical units of related languages in the course of a long isolated development undergo not only 

phonetic “wear and tear”, but acquire such new properties as narrowing, expanding or rethinking the 

meanings of words. 

One of the founders of structuralism, de Saussure, introduced the concept of motivated and 

unmotivated words into linguistics (Gak, 2009). 

We are talking about motivation meaning the semantic connection of morphemes, realized by a 

speaker. The analysis of dictionary entries in the Chechen and Ingush languages showed that many of the 

studied lexical units are motivated and have obvious connections with the word-building elements of the 

commonly used vocabulary of both languages. 
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2. Problem Statement 

This research is performed in order to identify the features of the use of lexical means in speech 

and writing in two related languages. With the prevailing common features of the structure and system of 

languages, the Chechen and Ingush languages have a discrepancy in how these words and forms are used 

in certain situations and contexts. In these studied languages, the identical words in terms of expression 

(lexemes) are not always identical in terms of content (semanthemes). At the same time, we can argue 

that the same content in both languages can be expressed using different lexical means.   

3. Research Questions 

According to the analysis of dictionary entries and examples from live speech, the paper traces the 

general and particular features of the development of the content component of the Chechen-Ingush 

isoglosses and the patterns of their use in written and oral speech in connection with the peculiarities of 

the organization of the utterance in these languages. 

The uniqueness and originality of the Chechen and Ingush languages are associated not only with 

the composition of the lexical systems of the two languages, but to an even greater extent they depend on 

the patterns of the use of words of the same meaning and on the variety of means for the expression of the 

same thought. 

4. Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the paper is to highlight the issues of the development of the semantics of words 

and the peculiarities of word usage in the Chechen language in comparison with the Ingush language. 

5. Research Methods 

The comparative method was used in order to identify and analyze the practical material. In the 

empirical part of the work, the inductive method of analysis was used. 

6. Findings 

As for the arsenal of lexical means of the two languages, we found out that the same semanteme, 

either in the Chechen or Ingush language, was realized with the help of one or more lexemes, in two 

forms of the root, participating in various word-formation processes. One form forms root word. It is 

implemented in non-affix word-formation models (syntactic word formation, stable word combinations). 

Another form can be used as an independent word and participates in word formation using 

morphological means: morphological compounding, prefixation, suffixation. According to Schlucker 

(2019), the main difference between compound words and polynomial expressions is that the former ones 

are the product of a morphological operation, while the latter are the result of syntactic processes. 

In the Chechen and Ingush languages, the compatibility of morphemes in the formation of 

compound words and the compatibility of words in the formation of phrases are also peculiar, 
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comp: Ing. bIubenna vola adj. ' self-confident ' – Chech. bio bulush 'self-confident'. To express the 

same concept in the Chechen lexicalized phrase, the present participle was used, and in the Ingush 

compound word – the past participle (bIubenna – bio bulush ); 

Ing. badderza verb 'fade' (bade adj. ' dark, dull') – Chech. butting hila 'to be dull' / butting derza 

'become dull'. 

Ing. kye vaha 'need, become poor' – Chech. kiywala 'be impoverished'; 

Ing. bamza daar adj. 'vegetables', batsa komarash noun 'strawberry' (Chech. buts 'grass', Ing. 

batsovg I ai adj. 'vegetable') – Chech. khasstomash 'vegetables', bai ts1azam 'strawberries'. 

In the first two examples in the Ingush language, the lexeme was formed by a compound word 

(bad-derza, b1u-benna – a morphological way of word formation), while in the Chechen language it is a 

phrase, and, on the contrary, in the last examples the Chechen equivalent is formed in a morphological 

way, that is expressed by a compound word ( khas-stomash, kiyvala ), and in the Ingush language – by a 

stable phrase. 

It is also necessary to pay attention to the fact that in the Chechen dialects there are similar 

discrepancies with the Ploskostny dialect, which is the basis of the Chechen literary language, and they 

concern not only the sound structure of words, but also all the elements of meanings that are associated 

with a change in the scope and boundaries of the very concept denoted in a word, for example, Plosk. 

siskal 'churek, cornbread' –Galanch. dial. siskal 'corn flour' (Ing. akhyar – 'grain prepared for grinding'; 

Chech. akhyar – 'corn flour'). In the Cheberloev dialect of the Chechen language, as well as in the Ingush 

language, they say verza in the meaning of 'to be cured', however, in the Chechen literary language, the 

class verb verza / yerza / berza is not used in those phrases where the subject of the action is an animated 

person: Chech. chuov yirzina 'the wound has healed'. 

Comp: Ing. verza 'to be cured', unaho viirzav 'the sick person is cured– Chech. tuovala 'to be 

cured', tsamgarho / tsomgushverg tuovella ‘the patient was cured'. In the Chechen language, the names 

uunkho / darkho 'sick' are much less frequently used than tsamgarho / tsomgushverg, since un is an ' 

infectious sick ', and darho has a special sphere of use. 

In addition, the same word can be commonly used, for example, in the Ingush language and refer 

to archaisms in the Chechen language. Some of the obsolete words have been displaced from the Chechen 

and Ingush languages by words borrowed from the Russian language. 

Comp: Ing. barzka 'suit', 'clothing', barzka duvha 'get dressed' – Chech. barzak 'clothes 

(archaism)'; Ing. cigarette/g1alle 'cigarette' – Chech. tsigayrka (Chech. g1eli 'cigarette' – archaism); 

Comp: Ing. ashk 'iron, iron'; ashk toha 'to iron (with an iron)', 'to iron' – Chech. itu hakha /dial. itu 

toha 'stroke'; akha hyakha (archaism) 'stroke'. 

In the case when in related languages in a compound word or in a stable combination one or even 

two elements diverge, speakers of the Chechen and Ingush languages in most cases understand the 

meaning of this lexical unit due to intralinguistic associations, Comp.: Ing. I omahka 'to pour out, 

crumble'; I omahka / I oakha 'to pour in' – Chech. chukkhokhka – 'to pour (grain into millstones)', 

chukharsa to sprinkle, uohya-yeha 'to pour in, to get enough sleep' (Ozdoev, 1980). Intransitive verbs Ing. 

I ohah / Chech. wohya-yeha, synonymous with verb I omahka, are the same in both languages both in 

terms of the scope of the concept and in terms of linguistic expression, with the exception of the phonetic 
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simplification of the prefix [ voxa > 1o]. In addition, in terms of sound structure, the verb I omakhka is 

closer to such Chechen verbal roots as uohya-khahka 'to pour down', uohya-lahka 'to drive down' 

(Karasaev & Matsiev, 1978). 

Both languages have the following set of lexical units, however, each language expresses the same 

concepts using different means, Comp.: Ing. bezam hila 'be interested', 'want', mala bezam ba 'I want to 

drink' – Chech. chi deza 'I'm thirsty'. 

Ing.  gIozha 'curseword', ' rude ', gIozha hilar 'rudeness' – Chech. chamzarkya – 'rough', hi dotsush 

'dry, sharp'  Chech. g1azh – 'stick', cham -za 'tasteless)'. 

As we see from the example, in both languages the equivalents of the word “rough” are motivated 

by different generating words: the Ingush derivative is motivated by the nominal stem “g1azh – stick”, 

and the Chechen one is motivated by the adjective “chamza tasteless”. 

Ing. doakkhal de 'boast' (Chech. dokkha 'big, great') – Chech. dozalla da 'boast', kura 'arrogant', 

'boastful'; 

Ing. atta ma'ha 'inexpensive' (atta 'light' – Chech. give 'light, cheap') – Chech. day / daychu mehan 

'inexpensive'; Ing. poal hahkar 'guess' – Chech. pal tasar 'guess'. 

In the following equivalent lexicalized phrases, one of the elements of the lexical unit (the verbal 

part) diverges, but nevertheless both elements convey the same meaning using different means and in 

most cases they have obvious connections with word-building elements in both languages, Comp: Ing. I 

adika yuvca 'to say goodbye' – Chech. I adika yan, I adika yar, where the verbal part of the lexical unit 

differs (1odika farewell, Ing. 1odika yuvta lit. 'talk about farewell', Chech. 1odika yan lit. ' to make 

farewell'). 

Comp: Ing. I azap oziya 'torment' 'torture' – Chech. zaap lighta 'make suffering, torment' 

(Karasaev & Matsiev, 1978); 

Ing. dogekkha 'to lose one's liking, to lose one's liking' – Chech. duog gave 'dislike'; 

Ing. dog ett Ii 'nervous' – Chech. dog iet I a 'to be angry, angry'; 

Ing. Ii Merza ('sweet') voatsa 'unaffectionate' – 1a haza ('beautiful') yotsa 'unfriendly'; 

Ing. sardam bakkha 'curse', sardam bakkhar 'curse (curse)' – Chech. sardam buolla 'to curse' 

(Matsiyev, 1961); 

Ing. nuh hyokkhade 'to chew (about an animal)' – Chech. wow dakkha 'to chew (of an animal)'; 

Ing. apache buvtsa 'lie', 'lie' – Chech. abshpsh / putash bitta / butta. 

In the following example, the Chechen and Ingush languages not only use different prefixes 

(k1al/k1el 'under, down'; t1era 'above'), but also use different verbal roots to convey the same concept, 

although the Ingush language also has a lexeme equivalent to a Chechen verb in form (t1eradakkhar 

'deduction, withheld amount' / k1alkhjozhadyr): Ing. k1alhyozhade dekhar 'subtract debt' (Chech. k1el 

'down', khjazhade 'direct') – Chech. t1eradakha 'subtract' (t1era 'from above', – dakha 'remove'). 

Ing. mustier 'to hiss something'; kotam muste 'to pinch a chicken'; govro butz mustyu 'horse nibbles 

grass' – Chech. kotam tilyan 'spit the chicken', govro butz yuu / tsostu 'a horse nibbles grass' (Chech. 

mustyan 'let it turn sour' – direct meaning, 'pull something until its appearance changes' – figurative 

meaning). 
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In the next Ingush verb, a sound simplification of the prefix (uohya > 1o) took place (IohIadahiita 

'to pour over' – Chech. prefixes following one after another (lo-t1a) convey affective coloring and make 

the whole statement emotionally colored. 

Many meanings of the common polysemantic verb Ing. kuvla – chech kiovla words 'to close, lock' 

are the same in both languages, however, when different structural variants of the word are used, a shift 

occurs in the meaning of the word, which leads not only to a change in its compatibility, but also to a 

change in the very object denoted by it, Comp: Ing. kuvlar (verbal noun) 'test, experience', k'ovlam 

'kalym' – Chech. qovlar 'bracket', qovlarsh 'supports'. 

A common occurrence: a common word has a broader or narrower meaning in one of the studied 

(Ing. bedarg 'feather of a bird' – Chech. Pelag 'feather of a bird'), the Ingush variant is associated with the 

word bedar 'clothes' commonly used in both languages, Comp: Ing. bedar 'clothes, fluff', bedarg 'feather 

(bird's)' – Chech. bedar 'clothing', beda mesash 'down, plumage'. 

Ing. khiina adj. 'adult', Khiina niyswenna adj. 'mature', khiynar n. 'adult' (n.) – Chech. berash khina 

'children have grown up', berash khiao desa 'children need to be raised'; wokkha hila 'grow up, grow up', 

wokkha wu 'adult'. As we see from the example, in the Chechen language the verb khian is not as 

polysemantic as in the Ingush language and the scope of its use is somewhat narrower: in the meaning of 

“adult” it is used only in the Ingush language, in the meaning of “grow up, adult” it is used in both 

languages. 

The expansion of the meanings of words occurs as a result of the transfer of the meanings of 

words. In the studied languages, identical words in terms of expression (lexemes) are not always identical 

in terms of content (semanthemes). For example, in the Chechen language mesash 'hair of the head', 

chosh hair on the human body', in Ingush – Russian dictionaries cho-chosh more often means 'hair of the 

head', and mos-mosash means 'lock of hair'; also Ing. korta ('head') is often used to mean the hair of the 

head. 

Comp: Ing. bIrode 'snake', bIehaxIama 'muck' – Chech. bokha kh1uma 'viper, snake', 'dishonest 

person' (figurative meaning); bohal 'impurity, feces'. 

Ing. b I archcha adj. 'intact, whole (indivisible)', b I archcha ho di 'for three whole days' – Chech. 

barchchekh 'in a conspicuous place', barchche vakha – 'put in a place of honor'; 

In order to determine the place of a word in the lexical system of a language, it is necessary to take 

into account the use of the word not in its direct nominative meanings, but in a figurative meaning, in 

phraseological turns, in a service function. 

Languages can use different types of forms to express the same meaning. In the Chechen and 

Ingush languages there are phraseological units that are incomprehensible to a native speaker of the 

Ingush or Chechen language for the simple reason that this turn has no phraseological equivalent in 

another language. The following phrase is incomprehensible to a native speaker of the Chechen language, 

despite the fact that each individual word that is part of it is a common word in both languages, at the 

same time, the Ingush language also has the following equivalent phrase from the Chechen language. 

Comp: Ing. n I elga t I a bakkha 'to humiliate' (lit. p1elg 'finger', t1e-bakkha 'put on') – Chech. this 

daya 'to humiliate' (Ing. siy doade ). 
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The following words of the Ingush language are found only in the mountain dialects of the 

Chechen language: Comp: 

h I ega bolla 'lock', h I ega (synonym of zagal) 'door lock' – Chech. zayl / Ing. zagal 'valve', dial. 

ch I ega 'castle' (Ismailov, 2009). 

Moreover, it is obvious in the studied languages that there are the discrepancies in the sound 

structure of words (Chech. Zayl / Ing. Zagal 'valve'; Chech. da'a 'to humiliate', Ing. doade), which we 

always observe in word formation and in the formation of grammatical categories. We considered in 

detail in a previous work the processes of changes in the sound structure of words during the formation of 

grammatical categories (Tokaeva, 2021). 

7. Conclusion 

This research was performed in order to identify the features of the use of lexical means in speech 

and writing in the Chechen and Ingush languages. 

According to the analysis of dictionary entries, we can conclude that in order to express the same 

meaning, each language uses different types and methods of word formation. For example, the Ingush 

equivalent is expressed by a compound word (bad-derza, b1u-benna – a morphological way of word 

formation ), while Chechen is a phrase, and, on the contrary, in other examples, the Chechen derivative is 

formed in a morphological way, that is, it is expressed in a compound word ( khas-stommash, kyivala ), 

and Ingush is a stable phrase. 

In both languages, the equivalents of the lexeme "rude" are motivated by different generating 

bases: the Ingush derivative is motivated by the nominal stem "g1azh – stick", and the Chechen one – by 

the adjective "chamza tasteless". 

In the following equivalent lexicalized phrases, one of the elements of the lexical unit (the verbal 

part) diverges. However, both elements convey the same meaning using different means, comp.: Ing. I 

adika yuvca 'to say goodbye' – Chech. I adika yan (1odika farewell, Ing. 1odika yuvca lit. 'to speak of 

farewell', Chech. 1odika yan lit. 'to make farewell'). 

Moreover, the use of equivalent words in different contexts and situations often leads to 

discrepancies in the content of words of the same meaning, Comp: Ing. b I rode 'snake', b I eha x I ama 

'muck' – Chech. bokha kh1uma 'viper, snake', 'dishonest person' (figurative meaning); bohal 'impurity, 

feces'. 

It is also necessary to pay attention to the fact that the discrepancies that we found during the 

comparison off the vocabulary of the Chechen and Ingush languages were similar to the discrepancies 

that occurred between the Chechen dialects. Words that were equivalent in sound structure and in general 

meanings could differ in terms of the scope of use and the volume of semantic content (expansion, 

narrowing of the meanings of words). For example, the Chechen equivalent could be archaic, while the 

Ingush was a commonly used word. 

With the prevailing common features of the structure and system of languages, the Chechen and 

Ingush languages have a discrepancy in how these words and forms are used in certain situations and 

contexts. 
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